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Abstract 

If a car battery's voltage fails, it cannot ignite the car engine. A bi-directional power 

converter phase is therefore being created. The remaining energy stored in the car 

battery can be extracted and stored as an alternative power source in a super capacitor 

bank. The super capacitor bank can function as an alternative power source to begin 

the car engine once the voltage of the car battery drops below the rated voltage and the 

car engine has to be started. This energy phase is made up of a phase of boost power 

and a phase of buck power. They are coupled to allow bi-directional power flow. When 

a car battery voltage corruption is identified, the boost energy phase charges the 

supercapacitor bank from the week battery and its voltage is controlled at 36V. Under 

this situation, the topology of the energy phase will switch to the buck mode when the 

car engine wants to be started. Then the supercapacitor provides the current required 

in the starting phase of the car engine as the source of input voltage and the output 

voltage supplied to the car engine is controlled at 12V. This energy phase can be 

regarded as a back-up facility for ignition of the car engine. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since Benjamin Franklin attempted to understand the lightning (electricity) in the 17th 

century, human growth has so far gone up with a leap. People begin to make efficient use 

of this form of energy[1]. Electricity is a major source of energy in our lives. Many 

power converters have been created with the fast growth of electronic energy technology. 

Different power conversion kinds such as AC-AC, AC-DC, DC-AC, and DC-DC have 

become accessible[2]. In the 1970s, Caltech's Power Electronics Group created the three 
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fundamental topologies that convert DC at one point to another: boost, buck and buck-

boost.The boost circuit increases the voltage of the DC input; the buck circuit steps down 

the voltage of the DC input and the buck-boost circuit either increases or decreases the 

voltage of the output, but its polarity of the voltage of the output is contrary to its 

input[3]. Nowadays, these three energy circuit technology is still being implemented in 

our lives. Many designs are based as a construction block on these three topologies and 

are altered to create fresh apps. For instance, the boost circuit is coupled with the buck 

circuit; the buck circuit is changed from a flyback converter. In this paper, the boost 

circuit and buck circuit is combined together[4]. 

 

Working of Proposed System 

Therefore, the power circuit is a bi-directional power handling phase, it comprises of a 

boost converter stage and a mixed buck converter stage[5]. The D4 diode is operated in 

forward bias mode because while the boost converter is running, it will allow the current 

to pass through the D4. When the buck mode runs, the diode D4 operates in the inverted 

bias; it stops the current from returning to the source[6]. They can work in constant mode 

and discontinuous mode in eachboost and buck mode of the power circuit. The following 

debate is restricted to ongoing operation since the design is concentrated on the ongoing 

mode. 
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Compared to the general-purpose capacitor, the supercapacitor has a higher energy 

density property[7]. Its resistance to the equivalent series (ESR) is also very low. For 

instance, the ESR of a 650F capacitance super capacitor is 1.15 m. It can maintain high 

current charging and discharge. His recharge cycle, on the other side, is more than one 

million times. Its life is longer than the battery that can be recharged. 
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Fig. shows an overview of control circuit. The PWM controller provides the gate signal 

controlling the power switch in both buck and boost mode. The role of the relay circuit is 

to select the operating modes (i.e. the buck and boost mode) by altering the link to the 

boost or buck phase of the door signal and the sensing voltage of the output[8]. It can also 

provide an indication of the supercapacitors bank's fully charged status and detect the 

battery voltage dip when the battery voltage is below 9V (by the ignition detector) during 

the car's ignition process.The protection circuit is the first component of the control 

circuit. It avoids short-circuit destruction of the control circuit. If all functions are 

working in this control panel, the current should not exceed 300mA.A printed circuit 

board (PCB) mechanically promotes and connects electronic components or electrical 

parts by means of conductive tracks, pads and other characteristics etched from one or 

more copper layers laminated on and/or between sheet layers of a non-conductive 

substratum. 

 

CONCLUSION 

An experimental prototype of the suggested bi-directional energy circuit is constructed 

and tested in this project. It is noted that in the boost mode of operation the 

supercapacitors can be loaded up to the necessary voltage level. The charging method 

takes approximately 20 minutes. The boost mode operation is then shifted with a delay 

moment of 300ms to the buck mode. It is also noted that in the buck mode procedure the 

supercapacitors can deliver the energy to the load effectively. Because of the 

supercapacitor's elevated energy density, the suggested system can be used in an energy 

backup system. It is very helpful for the future because in the future the HESS will be 

used more. 
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